Reality vs. fantasy
Reading Comprehension Worksheet

Practice
A parent or tutor should read to the student and help the student to record their
answers.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Reality is something that can happen in real life.
Fantasy is something that cannot happen in real life.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Here are some things that are reality and some things that are
fantasy.
Circle the word “reality” if it can happen in real life.
Circle the word “fantasy” if it cannot happen in real life.
1. The little girl closed her eyes, dropped reality
a penny in the wishing well, and
wished for a new pair of shoes. When
She opened her eyes, there by her feet
was a brand new pair of shoes.

fantasy

2. The little boy climbed the tree in his
back yard. He hid in the branches.
When his sister came outside and sat
down under the tree, the little boy
dropped an acorn on her head.

fantasy
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3. Cat and Mouse play tricks on each
other all the time, but they really
are good friends. Once Cat even
took a piece of cheese out of the
refrigerator and put it right outside
Mouse’s door.

reality

fantasy

4. Mrs. Robin is a cute little bird. Each
morning she flies over to Connie’s
windowsill. Mrs. Robin tells Connie
funny stories about her three baby
birds that just hatched from their
eggs, and Connie puts out
breadcrumbs for Mrs. Robin to take
back to her babies.

reality

fantasy

5. Mr. Pierce is a mail carrier. Early
each morning he goes to the post
office to load up his truck with the
day’s mail. Then he delivers it to
each home on his route.

reality

fantasy

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

6. What are 2 other things that are can happen in real life?

7. What are 2 other things that cannot happen in real life?
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Answer Key
1.

fantasy

2.

reality

3.

fantasy

4.

fantasy

5.

reality

6-7 Accept all reasonable responses.
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